IN WHICH BOOK QUESTIONS

1. In which book does a character have the ability to see people’s emotions?
   Answer: Amari and the Night Brothers by B.B. Alston

2. In which book does a character need an antidote after venom poisoning?
   Answer: We’re Not from Here by Geoff Rodkey

3. In which book do characters go to “the golden crescent?”
   Answer: Tristan Strong Punches a Hole in the Sky by Kwame Mbalia

4. In which book is a character described as a tube?
   Answer: Slider by Pete Hautman (pg. 52)

5. In which book does a character have a clubhouse in the forest?
   Answer: Me and Sam-Sam Handle the Apocalypse by Susan Vaught

6. In which book does a character have an electric fence around her house?
   Answer: In the After by Demitria Lunetta

7. In which book does a character go by another alias ‘Amalia’?
   Answer: Girl in the Blue Coat by Monica Hesse

8. In which book is a drawing pad runover by a bus?
   Answer: The Barren Grounds, by David A. Robertson (Pg. 11)

CONTENT QUESTIONS

1. In Ghost Squad, what is the name of the bridge the characters must cross to get to the lighthouse?
   Answer: Bridge of Lions (page212)

2. In When the Ground Is Hard, what is the name of the native language that Lottie speaks fluently besides English?
   Answer: Zulu, page 181

3. In The Total Eclipse of Nestor Lopez, Nestor’s mom’s ‘First-Day Challenge' gives how many points to opening your locker in less than a minute?
   Answer: 50 points (Pg. 23)
4. In Taylor Before and After, what movie did the main character initially mention as her favorite movie?
   
   Answer: The September Issue (pg. 101)

5. In Brown Girl Dreaming, what does Roman do that makes him so sick?

   Answer: He eats chips of lead paint from the walls of the family’s apartment. (188)

6. In Blended, what was the name of the store in which Imani and Isabella were asked to leave because they were possible threats?

   Answer: Prestige

7. In The Barren Grounds, what jacket was Emily described to be wearing when Morgan and Emily first met?

   Answer: AAA Hockey Team OR Spring Jacket, (Pg. 27)

8. (TWO PARTS) In While I Was Away, what is the name of the girl in Waka’s painting that wears a white veil, and how is she related to Waka?

   Answer: Sakura (pg 211), She is her Aunt (pg 211)